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WELCOME!

The Spring 2014 -  Audio For The Web class (CRN: 34965) will begin on Monday, February 24,

2014.  This is a PLACE HOLDER Web page to keep you informed about the course prior to the

start date. 

INSIGHT is where the class will be held online.  You need to have taken or may take

concurrently BCST119 - Digital Media Skills.  The online section of BCST119 (CRN: 34962) should

be registered for concurrently, since you cannot take BCST135 without BCST119 which is a

mandatory pre-requisite to this course, but again, you may take both concurrently. 

 INSIGHT.CCSF.EDU is CCSF's server website for online courses.  Leave out the www

that precedes most web pages,  because Insight is not a World Wide Web link but rather it is

the online server located here at the college.  Insight is where you will find the class

when it begins.  Once you register for the course, mark your calendars to log in to

Insight the first day of class on Monday, February 24th, 2014.

  Aside from my contact details in the left column, you may find out more about me here:  Dana

Jae.

  >>>  This is what a creative person's audio podcasting studio

might look like.

BCST 135 Online Syllabus

INSTRUCTOR: Dana Jae (Labrecque)

MEETINGS: THIS COURSE BEGINS Feb. 24, 2014. It will be a weekly, online-only, virtual

classroom. There are no face-to-face meetings though I'm offering an orientation meeting at 3p and at

7p on Wednesday, Feb 26th in ARTX165-B (Arts Extension building) at the Ocean Campus. This will be

extremely helpful, so please email me if you plan to attend. 

mraup@mail.ccsf.edu
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OFFICE HOURS:Tu & Th 12p -1p or appt by email

TELEPHONE: 415-452-7366 (office)

E-MAIL: dlabrecq@ccsf.edu

WEBSITE:  http://tinyurl.com/DJLabCCSF

Prerequisites: BCST119 - Digital Media Skills or concurrent enrollment in 119 this semester.  

Advisory of BCST 120 - Basic Audio Production.

Description: A hands-on class focusing on technical considerations and content issues required

to produce and deliver audio over the web. History of audio on the web and its impact on

traditional broadcast media.  Credit 1.0 unit

Student Learning Outcomes (SLO):

Upon successful completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Describe and analyze the process involved in creating audio. 

B. Describe and analyze technology and skills required for delivery of  audio for the web.

C. Discuss, evaluate, and analyze implications of web audio on traditional broadcast media.

D. Describe and demonstrate digital audio recording, digital audio editing, and compression

schemes required for web delivery.

E. Plan and organize a channel (either podcast or other online medium) with a coherent theme.

F. Plan and produce at least two episodes for an online audio channel.

G. Research, review and evaluate podcasts and other audio channels on the web.

H. Describe, evaluate, and upload files to deliver audio over the web.

Recommended Textbook: Podcast Solutions, The Complete Guide to Audio and Video Podcasting,

(second edition) by Michael W. Geoghegan and Dan Klass, 2007

Participation: This is a short-term course, lasting six weeks (beginning onFebruary 24, 2014). There is

combined group and individual work and you must participate in all of it in order to compile the total

number of points for the course.

"Audio for the Web" is a natural course to be offered online. The term "Podcast" was coined in the early

2000's as you can "cast" your ideas as audio over the Internet. (Podcasts are audio files that can be

subscribed to, downloaded, and listened to "on the go.") Learning the course material over the Internet

as an online course will enhance your learning in working with online material allowing you to reinforce

your skills. You will need to actively use the technical skills you learn in order to successfully complete

the course. It's exactly the kind of course that students (and faculty) are interested to learn using their

own equipment at home. The intention is to create a media-rich, online course that incorporates audio

and video podcasts right in the course materials.

 I suggest you subscribe to a few podcasts to get yourself familiar with the various

content that is available to you. 

Here is a good podcast directory:

http://www.podcastingnews.com/topics/Podcast_Directory.html
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You'll find a very easy way to subscribe using iTunes:

http://www.apple.com/itunes/podcasts/

And one of my favorites:

http://www.npr.org/rss/podcast/podcast_directory.php

And another of interest:

http://www.onthemedia.org/

Have fun and see you in February!
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